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We propose a scalable quantum-computing architecture based on cold atoms confined to sites of a tight
optical lattice. The lattice is placed in a nonuniform magnetic field and the resulting Zeeman sublevels define
qubit states. Microwave pulses tuned to space-dependent resonant frequencies are used for individual address-
ing. The atoms interact via magnetic-dipole interactions allowing implementation of a universal controlled-NOT

gate. The resulting gate operation times for alkalis-metals are on the order of milliseconds, much faster then the
anticipated decoherence times. Single qubit operations take about 10ms. Analysis of motional decoherence due
to NOT operations is given. We also comment on the improved feasibility of the proposed architecture with
complex open-shell atoms, such as Cr, Eu, and metastable alkaline-earth atoms with larger magnetic moments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, a variety of architectures for quan-
tum computing(QC) has been proposed[1]. In particular
there are a number of proposals based on neutral atoms and
molecules trapped in optical lattices. These proposals focus
on various realizations of the multiqubit logic such as
Rydberg-atom gates[2], controlled collisions[3–5], electro-
static interaction of heteronuclear molecules[6], etc. (see a
popular review[7]). While there is a variety of approaches
available, the technological difficulties so far impede practi-
cal implementation of these schemes. Here we propose a
scalable quantum-computing architecture which further
builds upon the well-established techniques of atom trap-
ping. Compared to the popular neutral-atom QC scheme with
Rydberg gates[2], the distinct features of the present pro-
posal are(i) individual addressing of atoms confined to sites
of one-dimensional(1D) optical lattice with unfocused
beams of microwave radiation,(ii ) coherent “always-on”
magnetic-dipolar interactions between the atoms, and(iii )
substantial decoupling of the motional and inner degrees of
freedom. The Hamiltonian of our system is identical to that
of the QC based on nuclear magnetic resonance(NMR) [8],
and already designed algorithms can be adopted for carrying
computations with our quantum processor. An implementa-
tion of the celebrated Shor’s algorithm with a linear array of
qubits has been discussed recently[9].

One of the challenges in choosing the physical system
suitable for QC is the strength of the interparticle interaction.
Before proceeding with the main discussion, let us elaborate
on the suitability of magnetic-dipolar atom-atom interactions
for QC. Compared to the dominant electrostatic interaction
between a pair of atoms, magnetic-dipole interaction be-
tween a pair of atoms is weak[it is suppressed by a relativ-
istic factor ofa2<s1/137d2]. Yet the dipolar interaction ex-
hibits a pronounced anisotropic character: the strength and
the sign of the interaction depend on a mutual orientation of
magnetic moments of the two atoms. Namely theanisotropy
of the interaction plays a decisive role in realizing a universal
element of quantum logic: the two-qubit controlled-NOT

(CNOT) gate [10]. As to the strengthof the interaction, it

determines how fast the two-qubit gate operates. As the in-
teraction strength decreases, the operation time,tCNOT, in-
creases. Still, quantitatively, the operation of the gate must be
much faster than decoherence. For atoms in far-off-
resonance optical lattices, the decoherence times for internal
(hyperfine) states, chosen as qubit states, are anticipated to
be in the order of minutes[11]. In the estimates below we
use more realistic coherence times of a few seconds. We
show that for magnetically interacting atoms placed in tight
optical latticestCNOT is a few milliseconds long. Thus, al-
though the interaction is weak, it is still strong enough to
allow for more than 103 operations on a pair of qubits. Con-
sidering that trapping millions of atoms is common now, the
scalable quantum computer proposed here may present a
competitive alternative to other architectures.

According to DiVincenzo[12], the physical implementa-
tion of a QC should satisfy the following five criteria:(i) A
scalable physical system with a well-characterized qubit;(ii )
the ability to initialize the state of the qubit to a simple
fiducial state;(iii ) a “universal” set of quantum gates;(iv)
long relevant decoherence times, much longer than the gate
operation time;(v) a qubit-specific measurement capability.
Below, while describing our proposed QC, we explicitly ad-
dress these criteria. We also compare it with QC based on
nuclear magnetic resonance techniques[8], because of the
equivalence of multiparticle Hamiltonians of our QC and the
NMR systems. Unless noted otherwise, atomic unitsueu
=me=";1 are used throughout; in these units the Bohr
magnetonmB=1/2.

II. CHOICE OF QUBIT

We focus on alkali-metal atoms in their respective ground
2S1/2 states, but later(Sec. VI) also comment on the im-
proved feasibility of our QC for other open-shell ground
state and metastable atoms. The atoms are placed in a mag-
netic field and the resulting Zeeman components define qubit
states. As shown in Fig. 1 for23Na, the Zeeman energies
behave nonlinearly as a function of the magnetic field
strengthB. The nonlinearity is due to an interplay between
couplings of atomic electrons to the nuclear and the exter-
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nally applied fields. The discussion presented below can be
extended to an arbitrary field strength, but for illustration we
consider the high-field limitmBB@DEHFS/ s2I +1d. Here
DEHFS is the hyperfine splitting which ranges from 228 MHz
for 6Li to 9193 MHz in133Cs andI is the nuclear spin. In this
regime, the proper lowest-order states are product states
uJ,MJluI ,MIl, whereMJ and MI are projections of the total
electronic momentumJ=1/2 and the nuclear spin I
along the B field. We choose the qubit states as
u1l;uJ,MJ=1/2luI ,MIl and u0l;uJ,MJ=−1/2luI ,MIl. Dis-
regarding nuclear moment, these states have magnetic mo-
ments ofmu1l=mB andmu0l=−mB, and the associated Zeeman
splitting is on the order of a few gigahertz(see Fig. 1). This
choice allows driving single-qubit unitary operations with
microwave(MW) pulses. The MW radiation has to be reso-
nant with the Zeeman frequencysmu1l−mu0ldB.

As to the initialization of the qubits of the proposed QC,
the conventional techniques of optical pumping may be used.
State-selective ionization may be employed for the readout
of the results of calculations. Ion optics for registering the
final states is described in Ref.[6]. Both the initialization
process and the projective readout favor the proposed QC in
comparison to the liquid-state NMR QC, where the ensemble
averaging is required for readout and relaxation of the
sample is important for initialization.

III. INDIVIDUAL ADDRESSABILITY

In NMR [8], the nuclear spins(qubits) are distinguished
by their different chemical shifts affecting resonance spin-
flip frequencies. Here to individually address the atoms, we
confine ultracold atoms to sites of a one-dimensional optical
lattice and introduce a gradient of magnetic field, so that the
Zeeman frequency depends on the position of the atom in the
lattice (see Fig. 2). This addressing scheme was investigated
in details in Ref.[13], in the context of quantum processor
using trapped ions. It is also worth mentioning a similar idea
for a QC with heteronuclear diatomic molecules[6], where a

gradient of electric field was applied along optical lattice
affecting flip frequencies of molecular dipoles.

A. Optical lattice

The 1D potential of the optical lattice created by a
standing-wave cw laser beam readsVoptszd
=V0 sin2fs2p /ldzg. The depth of the wells is V0

=8paaasvdIL, whereaasvLd is the dynamic electric-dipole
polarizability of the atom,IL is the laser intensity, anda
<1/137 is the fine-structure constant. Depending on the de-
tuning of the laser frequencyvL from a position of atomic
resonance, the polarizability can accept a wide range of val-
ues. To restrict the transverse atomic motion in a 1D optical
lattice one must require thataasvLd.0. The case of negative
aasvLd, although requiring a 3D optical lattice, offers an ad-
vantage of reduced photon scattering rates. Since the atoms
would be located at the intensity minima, the rates(in a tight
confinement regime) would be suppressed by a factor of
1
2
ÎER/V0!1, whereER=a2vL

2 / s2Md is the photon recoil en-
ergy for an atom of massM. Further, an atom is assumed to
occupy the ground motional state of the lattice wells and one
atom per site filling ratio is assumed. Techniques for loading
optical lattices are being perfected[14,15].

In the 1D optical lattice, the neighboring atoms are sepa-
rated by a distance ofR=l /2. To maximize the magnetic-
dipole interactions~1/R3d between two neighbors we re-
quire that the frequency of the laservL is chosen as high as
possible. A natural limit onvL is the ionization potential(IP)
which ranges from 3.8 eV for Cs to 5.4 eV for Li. Practi-
cally, vL must be somewhat below the IP to avoid resonances
in the high density of states near the continuum limit. In the
estimates below we usevL,5 eV. This corresponds to

lL < 250 nm = 4700 bohr.

While working with such short ultraviolet wavelengths
seems feasible, more conventional wavelenghts of
400–600 nm are adequate when working with complex
open-shell atoms with larger magnetic moments(see Sec.
VI ).

One additional requirement is that the tunneling time be-
tween adjacent sites of an optical lattice is sufficiently long,

FIG. 1. Zeeman effect for the ground state of23Na atom. The
states are labeled with the electronic and nuclear magnetic quantum
numbersMJ and MI in the strong-field limit. A possible choice of
qubit states is shown.

FIG. 2. Proposed quantum computing architecture. The atoms
are confined to sites of an optical lattice. Nonuniform magnetic field
is required for individual addressing of the atoms with pulses of the
resonant microwave radiation.
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so that the atoms maintain their distinguishability during the
computation. The site-hopping frequency can be estimated as
[15]

J = ER
4

Îp
SV0

ER
D3/4

expf− 2ÎV0/ERg.

For 23Na, the requirement that the characteristic tunneling
time p /J<10 s leads to a barrier hight ofV0=0.4 mK. At a
fixed vL, the tunneling may be suppressed by increasing the
barrier heightV0 and by using heavier atoms. Additionally,
due to the Pauli exclusion principle, the tunneling may be
suppressed by using fermionic atoms.

B. B-field gradients

The magnetic field leads to the field-dependent Zeeman
effect and thegradient dB/dz of the B field allows one to
resolve the resonant frequencies of individual atoms(see Fig.
2). In Sec. IV, we show that a typical two-qubit operation has
a durationtCNOT of a few milliseconds. To find the gradient
dB/dz we require that the single-qubitNOT operation, per-
formed by the resonantp pulse of microwave radiation,
takes a comparable timetNOT of 1 ms. Such a pulse may be
resolved by two neighboring atoms, provided that their reso-
nant frequencies differ byDfNOT51/(2ptNOT)'23102 Hz.
The required field gradient is relatively weak

dB/dz< 20 G/cm,

and is comparable to typical gradients in conventional mag-
netic traps. Much steeper gradients of 33103 G/cm over a
region of a few millimeters have been demonstrated by Vu-
letic et al. [16]. These authors employed ferromagnetic
needles that collect and focusB fields of electromagnetic
coils. With such gradients the performance of the single-
qubit gates can be substantially improved,tNOT;10 µs.

Another limitation on the gradients is that the magnetic
force m dB/dz must be much smaller than the optical force
−dVoptszd /dz. This limitation affects not only the confine-
ment but also a degree of coupling of inner and motional
degrees of freedom because of the difference in values of
magnetic moments for the two qubit states(see Sec. V A).
For the parameters chosen above the magnetic forces are
several orders of magnitude smaller than the optical ones.

IV. MULTIQUBIT OPERATIONS

Having discussed one-qubit operations, we now consider
a realization of the universal controlled-NOT gate[10] based
on magnetic-dipolar interaction of two atoms. It is worth
mentioning that we discuss this gate here only for illustrative
purposes, to estimate the characteristic duration of theCNOT

operation,tCNOT. The many-body dynamics of the system
with the interparticle interaction which is “always on” is
such that the two-qubit gates are executed as a part of the
natural dynamics of the system, and a special care has to
taken to govern this natural evolution[17]. We will elaborate
on this point at the end of this section.

The basic requirement for the controlled-NOT gate[10] is
that the frequency ofu1l→ u0l transition of the target atom

depends on the state of the control atom. Since the quantiza-
tion (B-field) axis is directed along the internuclear separa-
tion between the two atoms, the magnetic-dipole interaction
can be represented as

V = −
a2

R3 o
l=−1

1

s1 + dl,0dmls1dm−ls2d, s1d

wheremlskd represents the spherical components of the mag-
netic moment operatorm for atom k. For performing the
CNOT gate operation we need to resolve the frequency differ-
ence of 2a2R−3smu1l−mu0ld2. For our choice of parameters we
find that DfCNOT<40 Hz. Although this number may seem
small, it is comparable to typical coupling strengths of
20–200 Hz in NMR. Furthermore, the minimum duration of
the MW pulse istCNOT=1/s2pDfCNOT)'3 ms, allowing for
more than 104 CNOT operations during anticipated decoher-
ence time(on the order of minutes[11]).

As in the NMR, the interaction between the atoms is al-
ways on and special care has to be taken to stop the undes-
ired time evolution of the system and carry out controlled
calculations. Fortunately, it is straightforward to show that
the many-particle Hamiltonian of our system is equivalent to
that of a system of interacting spins in NMR and thus already
developed techniques can be adopted. Specifically, the
Hamiltonian is

HNMR = o
i

visszdi +
1

2o
i j

gijsszdisszd j . s2d

Here sszdi are the Pauli matrices for an atomi located at
position zi. Introducing the average magnetic momentm̄
=smu1l+mu0ld /2 and the differencedm=smu1l−mu0ld /2, the
one-particle frequencies may be expressed as

vi = − dmiBszid + o
j

2a2

uzi − zju3
m̄ jdmi

and the two-body couplings as

gij = − 2a2/suzi − zju3ddmidm j .

Since the HamiltonianHNMR, Eq. (2), is identical to that
of the NMR-based QC[17], the already developed NMR
algorithms can be adopted. For example, the time evolution
for a given atom may be reversed by inverting populations.
The same idea is applicable for the interparticle couplings.
The CNOT gate may be implemented by applying a sequence
of one-qubit transformations(short pulses) and allowing a
given coupling to develop in time[17]. An implementation
of the celebrated Shor algorithm on the system of linear ar-
ray of qubits has been discussed recently by Fowleret al. [9].

An important point is that the two-particle couplings re-
sult in acoherentdevelopment of the system. As we demon-
strate below, the shortNOT pulses introduce negligible deco-
herences due to excitation of motional quanta during the gate
operation.

V. DECOHERENCES

Finally, we address possible sources of decoherences. We
divide these sources into two classes:(i) induced due to the
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required operation of the quantum processor(due to per-
forming gates) and (ii ) architectural, i.e., due to traditional
sources of decoherences, such as photon scattering(e.g., Ra-
man), instabilities of laser output, instabilities in the mag-
netic field, collisions with background gas, etc. Below we
analyze the decoherences caused by the gate operations and
we also estimate the upper limit on tolerable fluctuations of
the magnetic field. The remaining decoherences depend on
the details of experimental design, e.g., laser wavelengths
available, and we cannot fully address them at this point.

A. Motional heating

The atomic center of mass(c.m.) evolves in a combined
potential of the optical lattice and magnetic field. This poten-
tial depends on the internal state of the atom, due to a dif-
ference in dynamic polarizabilities and magnetic moments of
the states. When population is transferred from one qubit
(internal) state to the other, the motion of the c.m. is per-
turbed and the atom may leave the ground state of c.m. po-
tential (motional heating). Here we calculate the relevant
probability and show that it is negligible. We find that the
motional heating is suppressed due to adiabaticity of the
population-transfer process. In other words, the inner and
motional degrees of freedom decouple because our quantum
processor is relatively slow. It is worth emphasizing that in
the popular neutral-atom QC proposal[2], the operation of
the gates is much faster and the motional heating is of con-
cern [18].

As discussed in the previous section, the QC proposed
here requires only single-qubit rotation pulses with a charac-
teristic durationtNOT. The two-qubit gate operations are per-
formed by theNOT pulses and due to the natural coherent
dynamics of the system, so it is sufficient to consider the
coupling of the inner and motional degrees of freedom due to
the NOT pulse only.

For a resonant radiation, during the MW pulse, the effec-
tive Hamiltonian may be represented as

HsR,r d =
V

2
su0lk1u + u1lk0ud +

P2

2M

+ Vu1lsRdu1lk1u + Vu0lsRdu0lk0u. s3d

HereR andP are the c.m. coordinate and momentum, andr
encapsulates internal degrees of freedom(u0l and u1l). The
internal states are coupled viaV=p /tNOT, the Rabi fre-
quency of the MW transition. The c.m. evolves either inVu0l
or Vu1l potentials. We treat the difference between the c.m.
potentialsW=Vu1l−Vu0l as a perturbation and characterize the
c.m. motion with eigenstatesuFnl and energiesEn computed
in the Vu0l potential.

S P2

2M
+ Vu0lsRdDuFnl = EnuFnl.

We assume that att=0 the atom is in the motional and inter-
nal ground stateCsR ,r ,t=0d= u0luF0l. As a result of the
transfer of population(NOT operation,u0l→ u1l) there is a
finite probability Pp for an atom to end up in one of the
excited motional eigenstatesuFpl.

We evaluate the probabilityPp perturbatively by expand-
ing

CsR,r ,td < astdu0luF0l + bstdu1luF0l + cstdu1luFpl.

Substituting this expansion into the Schrödinger equation
and solving it perturbatively(the perturbation isW, the two-
level Rabi evolution is treated exactly) we obtain

astd < sinsV/2td,

bstd < cossV/2td,

i
d

dt
cstd < sinsV/2tdexpsivp0tdkFpuWuF0l,

wherevp0=Ep−E0. Calculation of the probability based on
cstd requires certain care, since after the initial application of
the pulse the perturbationW remains on indefinitely. Using
an approach discussed in Ref.[19], we arrive at the probabil-
ity of excitation

PpstNOT! 5 UkFpuWuF0&

vp0
U2

GSV/2

vp0
D, s4d

where we introduced the adiabaticity function

Gsjd =
j2

sj2 − 1d2F1 + j2 − 2j sinS p

2j
DG . s5d

This function is plotted in Fig. 3. The function is bounded
Gsjdø1; there is no singularity at the resonant frequency
Gsj=1d<0.87, since the c.m. experiences only a quarter of
the period of oscillating function during thep pulse. Let us
investigate various limits ofGsjd. For an instantaneous
turn-on of the perturbation,Gsj@1d<1, so that

PpstNOT! 5 UkFpuWuF0&

vp0
U2

, tNOTvp0! 1.

For a slow(adiabatic) application of thep pulse Gsj!1d
<1/j2. In this adiabatic limit

PpstNOT! 5 UkFpuWuF0&

V/2
U2

, tNOTvp0@ 1.

Now we can carry out the numerical estimates. To com-
pute the matrix elements of the perturbation, we approximate
the bottom of the optical potential as that of harmonic oscil-

FIG. 3. Adiabaticity functionGsjd, Eq. (5).
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lator of the frequencyvho=s2p /lLdÎ2V0/M and use the har-
monic oscillator wave functions foruFnl. For 23Na and our
lattice parameters (lL<250 nm, V0<0.4 mK), vho
<2p323106 Hz, while the Rabi frequency(for the ex-
treme case of dB/dz=23103 G/cm) V /2=2p30.25
3105 Hz, i.e., even in the case of steep gradients we deal
with an adiabatically slow pulse and the motional heating is
suppressed by a factor of<fvp0/ sV /2dg2.

For a perturbation due to an interaction of magnetic mo-
ments with the gradient of magnetic fieldW=smu0l
−mu1ldsdB/dzdz. For our parameters, the probability of excit-
ing a motional quantum is justP1,6310−7.

Another source of coupling of internal and motional de-
grees of freedom is due to the difference in the dynamic
polarizability aasvd for the two qubit states. This difference
leads to a modification ofvho~Îaasvd. The relevant prob-
ability may be estimated asP2<GsV /4vhod

1
32s2mBB/Dvd2

<10−10s2mBB/Dvd2, where Dv is a detuning of the laser
frequency from the energy of the intermediate state contrib-
uting the most to the dynamic polarizabilityaasvLd. (Here
we used the field gradientdB/dz=20 G/cm, so that
tNOT'tCNOT; see Sec. III B.) In practice, 2mBB/Dv!1, so
that P2!10−10. This probability can be reduced even further
by adjusting the laser wavelength so that the dynamic polar-
izabilities of the two qubit states are the same[18].

Finally, we would like to emphasize that the motional
heating is not an issue for our processor, because our QC is
relatively slow. The c.m. cycles through many oscillations
while the perturbing MW field is applied. This adiabatic av-
eraging leads to the suppression of the motional heating.

B. Decoherences due to fluctuations
of the magnetic field

The atoms in our quantum processor are required to have
magnetic moments. This magnetic moments can couple to
the ambient magnetic field. The fluctuations of these ambient
fields can cause the qubit states to lose coherence. In addi-
tion, the Johnson/shot noise in the coils providing the gradi-
ent of theB field can lead to the decoherences as well. Here
we estimate the upper limit of tolerance to these fluctuations.

Before we carry out the estimate, we notice that the sen-
sitivity to fluctuations of the magnetic fields can be avoided
altogether using so-called decoherence-free subspaces
(DFS’s) [20–22]. The idea of the DFS is to redefine the qubit
states using linear combinations of products of states of
original qubits; each resulting state accumulates the same
phase due to environmental interactions. Since the total
phase of the wave function is irrelevant, the DFS is highly
stable with respect to the external perturbations. This power-
ful DFS approach has been already experimentally verified
in a number of cases, including trapped ions[23]. Neverthe-
less, an introduction of the DFS requires reconsideration of
the NMR algorithms, which is beyond the scope of the
present paper. Below we estimate the decoherence of our
original qubit defined as two magnetic substates of an atom.

To make an order-of-magnitude estimate, we assume that
the fluctuating fieldB8std is along the quantization axis and it
has a white noise spectrum. With the fluctuating field

present, the accumulated phase difference between the qubit
states isdf<2e0

t mu0lB8st1ddt1. (Here we assumed thatmu1l
<−mu0l.) Averaging over different realizations

kexpsidfdl < 1 + ikdfl −
1

2
kdf2l

= 1 + 2iE
0

t

mu0lkB8st1dldt1 − 2mu0l
2

3E
0

t E
0

t

kB8st1dB8st2dldt1dt2.

This expression may be simplified using the ensemble aver-
age kB8st1dl=0, and the autocorrelation function for a sto-
chastic process with no memory

kB8st1dB8st2dl = sB2dvdst1 − t2d,

where sB2dv=const. If a measurement is carried out after
tCNOT, the probabilities will differ from the exact result by

«B = skexpsidfdl − 1d2 < 4mu0l
2 sB2dvtCNOT.

According to Knill [24], this error can be as high as 1%. This
leads to a tolerable level of theB-field noise

ÎsB2dv & 10−10 T
ÎHz

.

This limit is relatively easy to attain experimentally[25].
To summarize the main results of this section, we have

demonstrated that for our quantum processor the motional
heating caused by the gate operations is negligible. The de-
rived formula (4) is also applicable for an analysis of cou-
pling of inner and motional degrees of freedom of the QC
based on heteronuclear molecules[6]. We also have evalu-
ated the tolerable level of fluctuations in magnetic field. It is
worth emphasizing that the sensitivity to environmental field
noise can be greatly eliminated using decoherence-free sub-
spaces, as discussed in the beginning of this subsection.

There are other potential sources of decoherence, e.g.,
photon scattering, photoassociation, instabilities of laser out-
put, and collisions with background gas. However, we do not
address them at this point since they depend on specifics of
experimental design.

VI. COMPLEX OPEN-SHELL ATOMS

In this paper we focused on alkali-metal atomssm=mBd
and we found that wavelengths ofl,250 nm are needed for
tCNOT'3 ms. While working with such short ultraviolet
wavelengths still seems feasible, the restriction may be re-
laxed by using complex open-shell atoms with larger values
of magnetic moments. This allows increasing the interaction
strength s~m2d and thus working with more conventional
laser wavelengths.

For example, recently cooled and trapped Cr and Eu at-
oms [26] have magnetic moments of stretched statesmCr
=6mB andmEu=7mB. Thus if a laser of a 400-nm wavelength
is employed for constructing the optical lattice, theCNOT-
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gate operations would requiretCNOT;0.1 ms. The use of a
30-mW violet 400-nm laser has been recently demonstrated
in cooling and trapping experiments[27]. The requirement
tCNOT;1 ms would bring the wavelength to an even more
practical 800 nm.

Another alternative is to use long-lived[28] metastable
divalent atoms Mg, Ca, Sr, and Yb. Several groups have
demonstrated cooling and trapping these atoms[29], with Yb
Bose-Einstein condensation recently attained[30]. Here the
state of interest is3P2, with m3P2

=3mB and for a 400-nm
lasertCNOT;1 ms.

VII. CONCLUSION

In summary, we proposed a scalable quantum-computing
architecture based on magnetically interacting cold atoms
confined to sites of a tight optical lattice. The atoms are
placed in a nonuniform magnetic field and the individual
addressing is attained by pulses of microwave radiation for a
minimum duration of 10ms. The universal two-qubitCNOT

gates require times on the order of milliseconds. The multi-
particle Hamiltonian of the system is equivalent to that of a
QC based on NMR techniques so the already developed
quantum algorithms may be adopted.

Compared to the popular neutral-atom QC scheme[2], the
distinct advantages of the present proposal are(i) individual
addressability of atoms withunfocusedbeams of microwave
radiation, (ii ) coherent evolution due to the “always-on”
magnetic-dipolar interactions between the atoms, and(iii )
substantial decoupling of the motional and inner degrees of
freedom. While the main disadvantage of our QC is the slow
rate of operation, it is anticipated that one could carry out 103

CNOT operations and 106 NOT operations on a single pair of
atoms before the coherence is lost. When addressing tens of
thousands of atoms is done in parallel, this would amass 107

two-qubit operations and 1010 single-qubit operations.
Note added in proof.Recently, an essential element of our

proposal(microwave addressing of a string of cold atoms
placed in a gradient of theB field) was demonstrated experi-
mentally by Schraderet al. [31].
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